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MARSHALL

SAYS

CASE SHOULD BE

DROPPED

VILLA REPORTED KILLED
22. General
Mexico City,
Sept.
Francisco. Villa is reported, from gov-- j

much alive at the head of his troops,
150 miles south of Juarez, according
to the information of Juarea military
and consular officials and General
Hugh L, Scott, commanding' United
LEGAL STANDING States Border troops.
ATTACKS
Miguel E. DIebold, Inspector of Mex'
ican
consulates, has returned here
PROSAYS THE IMPEACHMENT
from Palomas, where Villa was reportCEEDINGS WERE NOT ACCORDed a. prisoner, wounded, and says the
ING TO THE CONSTITUTION
report was false. Colonel Juan N.
Medina of Juarez, says he has heard
that Villa is with his own troops at
ACT
NOT
EXECUTIVE
Casas Grandes, southwest of Juarez.
He says Villa has not been executed.
SPECIAL SESSION COULD CONSID- General Scott has a similar report
concerning the whereabouts of Villa.
ER NOTHING: EXCEPT AT

1

Parker Makes Reply
Judge Alton B. Parker, on behalf of
the assembly board of managers, replying to the contentions of Attorney
Marshall, argued that the assembly
and not the legislature was the Impeaching body; that its act was a Judicial and not a legislative function and
thai the governor has nothing to do
with the subject of impeachment.
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Los Angeles, Sept. 22. Speculation
as to whether George H. Bixby, the
Long Beach millionaire on trial in
the superior court on charges of having contributed to the delinquency
of two girls, would testify in his own
defense, was ended today "by the announcement of his attorneys that he
would take the stand and make a
sweeping denial of all accusations.
His counsel said Btxby would require the greater part of a day's
court session to give his direct testimony and that some half dozen other
witnesses would be called in his behalf. The prosecution, it was said,
would prepare to subject- - the dt feud-an- t
to a severe
Blxby Wins a Point
George U. Bixby's battle to shut
off any further testimony such as
that given against him last week by
Cleo Helen Barker, one of his girl
accusers, was successful today.
Judge Bledsoe, presiding at the trial
of the millionaire, ruled that while
other girls might be permitted to go
on the stand, they must not testify as
to the details of their relations with
him at the Jonquil resort.
The court, in making the ruling,
stated that rather than permit anything prejudicial to Bixby to go before the jury, he would give him the
benefit of a doubt and exclude the
intimate testimony or all the girls Involved except that of Miss Barker,
the complainant in the case now on
trial.
Marie
With this understanding
Brown-Levy- ,
complainant in another
case still pending against fhe millionaire, was placed on the stand to testify to things she knew vgarding the
relations between Bixby and the Bar-
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RAILWAY

TAKES

OIL

Washington, Sept. 22. Representative
Thomas, progressive, of Illinois
EXHAUSTED
today introduced his resolution for a
report to the house by the depart'AND BODY ment of justice on what steps have
N
been taken since it filed a suit to recover California lands from the South.- ALIENIST, HOWEVER, IS NOT PRE-- i 6rn pacific company December 20,
PARED TO DECLARE HIM
,1912, to stop the construction of oil
JNSANE
wells on the lands in question and
'
'
.'
what Bteps to prevent the extraction
New ,York, Sept. 22. The panel for of oil.
the coroner's inquest into- the death' .."The Southern Pacific company,
of Anna Aumueller, slain by "Father" and Mr. Thomas, "today has more
Hans Schmidt, cut up and cast into than 1,200 wells on these lands, pro
the Hudson river, will be drawn to- ducing night and day, and hundreds
morrow. Coroner Ffelnberg and the of thousands of dollars worth of oil
district attorney consulted today re-- is being extracted."
yarding the composition. of the jury;
and the evidence it will be asked to
HEARNE IS NOMINATED
consider.
Wheeling," W. Va, Sept. 22. State
The detective bureau today promised further disclosures regarding the Senator Julian C. Hearne, of this city
career of Schmidt and Ernest Muret, was nominated for congressman from
the First West Virginia district by
his friend, and perhaps a relative.
The police have evidence that
republican congressional commit- ret lived in Hamburg! and Berlin as tee today. His opponents are MajoT
Arthur Heiblng and that; warrants are M. Neely, Fairmont, democrat, anil
outstanding against him in those cities George A. Laughlin, Wheeling,
for swindling.
The election will be held October
The alienist who examined Schmidt
in his cell yesterday said that while 14, to fill the vacancy caused by the
he was not preparing to pronounce the resignation of Congressman John W.
priest Insane, Schmidt was exhausted, Davis, appointed solicitor general of
the United States.
both mentally and physically.
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bridge $10,712, with concrete
floor; $7,400, without concrete floor.
F. J. Gehring: 60 toot bridg- ewith concrete floor; $2,480, without concrete floor;
bridge
$7,500,
$11,000, with concrete floor;
without concrete floor.
The county engineer said he had
examined all the bids and found those
of the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
company to be the most satisfactory.
He said the structures are both to be
substantial and serviceable and are
to be obtained at a fair price.
The bids were opened Saturday afternoon by the board of county commissioners, which met in special ses
sion for that specific purpose. The
county engineer was Instructed to examine the bids and report today. With
the exception of the Prince street
bridge the specifications had been
drawn by the engineer, but the plans
and specifications for this structure
were submitted by the company. The
engineer examined the specifications
closely and found them to be correct
ly worked out and assuring a strong
bridge. Upon the report of the engineer this morning, County Commissioners Ortiz and York voted to let
Commissioner Galla-go- s
the contracts.
was absent. He was present Saturday when the bids were opened, and
favored the granting of the contract
to the lowest and best bidder, the
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Washington, Sept. 22. 'Samuel
counsel for the house money
trust investigation committee, of the
last congress, gave his ideas on currency reform today to the senate
banking committee. Mr. Untermyer
endorsed generally the principles of
the administration currency bill passed by the house last week, "but suggested a number of amendments.
Mr. Untermyer said the bill guaranteed toj the banks entering the system
a monopoly of the banking business
of the country.
"In that respect the bill is more generous than any banking system in the
world," said he.
Mr. Untermyer added that by using
hla "vivid oriental imagination," he
could conceive of a situation in which
the federal reserve board, by fixing
the discount rate, could bring about
a period of easy money for political
purposes. He said he believed the
f
., per
cent
minimum limit of
'
discount,, rate was too low.
"
Senator' Brisltw "'T declared '"tuV
small country bankers would be unfairly treated under the bill. Mr. Untermyer and Chairman Owen endeavored to show that the country banks
would be able to hold and use iheir
resources to much better advantage
than they now do. Mr. Untermyer declared that by making commercial paper a liquid asset, the bill would keep
away from New York millions of
country money now placed there in
loans on stock exchange collateral the
only collateral at present easily converted.
Senators Reed anl Week-- ! led Air.
Irtermyer through a discussion f
much of the material embraced in the
Pu.io money trust report relating to
the "concentration of credits."
Weeks objected to Untermyer's reference to Lee Higginson, of Boston,
as an Instance of a concern exerting
a "Morgan influence" over banks.
The witness insisted that he believed
the bill would operate to dissipate
the concentration of control of financial systems.
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Governor
Sulzer's legal artillery resumed action
this afternoon when the court of impeachment, which began last week his
trial for alleged' high crimes and misdemeanors, was called to order Dy
Presiding Judge Cullen at 2 o'clock.
Attorney Ixmta J. Marshall continued the argument which, he did not
finish when the court adjourned on
Friday, Jn which he held thai the
governor was unconstitutionally impeached.
"With all solemnity," he said, '
express confidence that this tribunal
will not be swayed from a proper and
due regard of the mandate of the con
stitution, by the unworthy suggestion
that to do so is to permit a technicality to triumph. To dismiss the articles of Impeachment which have
been presented to this tribunal, fwr
lack of jurisdiction, would not be a
triumph of technicality. It would be
a victory of the constitution and the
law. It would be a vindication of that
sacred' instrument to which we... till
owe fealty."
Mr. Marshall quoted precedents in
support of his contention that the assembly in extra session was entitled
to consider only subjects called to its
attention by the governor.
"Whenever an extraordinary ssion
has been held," he said, "not even an
appropriation bill to cover expenses
of the session has been at tarn pie I to
be passed, except on the spe.ial recommendation of the governor. There
is not to be found m the history of
any of the states a single Instance of
the institution of impeachment pro
ceedings at an extraordinary session
of the legislature."
Answering the argument that thj
legislature exercised not a legislative
but a judicial function, Mr. Marshall
held that an impeachment was equivalent to an indictment and that the
assembly exercised nr other function
than that of a grand jury.
"When a grand jury finds an indictment," he continued, "n does not
act judicially any more than in tho.-.jurisdictions where informations have
taken the place of indictments, ihe
filing of an information by a ais'nct
or state attorney can be said to be a
Judicial act,
"It will doubtless be argiuij that,
under our interpretation, the governor could not be impeached except at
a Tegular session of the legislature
since it would be unnatural for him
to recommend to the legislature at
an extraordinary session file consideration of the subject of his impeachment. This, it is claim.'.', consUtutes
a reduction ad absurdi'in of our contention.
"That, however, is a complete beg
ging of the question. The mere fact
that the framers of the constitution
have not provided for the contingency
of the Impeachment of the governor
at an extraordinary session does not
deprive the clearly conceived limitations of the powers of an extraordinary session of their undoubted significance or render them ineffectual,
wholly or in part."
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ernment sources, to have been cap- tured at Las Palomas on Thursday
and executed on Saturday at Juarez,
after a courtmartial.
Villa Said to be Alive
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 22. Francisco
Villa, Mexican rebel leader, is very
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New York, Sept. 22. The body of
Mayor Gaynor was taken at 10:39
o'clock this morning from ita resting
place In the city hall to Trinity
church, where Bishop Greer read! over
it the solemn Episcopal service for
Valley company.
the burial of the dead.
Many thousands of citizens blocked?
the sidewalk from curb ip buildlag;
line as the funeral train, crept alony
COUNTY OFFICIALS
the ten blocks of lower Broadwajr
from the city hall to the cnurcb. The
clouds lifted shortly before
ABE INDICTED
the long cortege started, and over
Work upon the bridge at the Prince
the march to the church the sun shone
street crossing will begin within ten
brightly.
days, according to J. V. Jenkins, rep- GRAND JURY RETURNS PRESENTHeading the girong of marchers
MENTS AGAINST TORRANCE
resentative of the Missouri Valley
was a single line of eight mounted
COUNTY MEN
Bridge and Iron company, who was
police. Behind them came the police
here to witness the opening of bids
band, playing the dead march, a regiSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 22. The Tor- ment of mounted
and who left today after signing a conpolice. 12 abreast,
tract to build the bridges "according rance county grand jury has returned and another regiment of police on foot
to the specifications of County Engi- presentments against Lorenzo Zamo- - in lines that stretched across Broai-wa- y
ra, Juan Cruz Sanchez and Llbrado
neer George E. Morrison.
from curb to curb: Next ,vas
Valencia,
county commissioners, and the coffin.
The county commissioners accepted
the lowest bids presented, and they Acasio Gallegos, county clerk, asking
With the official flan of tin- - nid..oi
in- l,lle,ve they, have selected the best their removal on the grounds of
draped over its head, the col fin l;;v.
The fSc;tus have been ten fett above the rw i
.jrompMuic?.--c i
SfuctSres offer id; ' '
on
The bridge connecting the East and given until September 27 to file an afalque whose sombre folds of crepe
A preat
West sides is to be ltiti feet and eight swers. The cases will probably be were unrelieved by coior.
inches in length. It will be composed tried at a special sesscion in Novem- wreath of white chrysanthemums lay-othe right of the casket, another
owned.
of four spans, each 41 feet in length. ber.
Gallegos has been in office a year, wreath of orchids and ferns lay on
A house provision, for a 5 per cent Uj will be set upon piers, which will
discount for goods in American-ownebe pf concrete, sunk to bedrock and having succeeded Manuel S. Sanchez, the. left, and a third rested at the dead
ships was struck out by the senate on circular in shape. The abutments will who was relieved a year ago by the mayor's feet. Sixteen coal bla' fc
the protests of many foreign govern- be
in shape and will be same procedure. Howell Earnest, horses, heavy with black trappings,
ments that it was a discrimination in sunk to bedrock. The gilders will be traveling auditor,5 recently made an flanked on the right by a single file
violation of their treaties.
of concrete, heavily reinforced. This examination of the books of the coun of police, on the left by firemen, drew
The president did not commit him- is a new departure in bridge building ty and these proceedings are said to the catafalue through the streets.
As the coffin passed between tlia
self, but indicated that if the new and makes possible the erection of ar- be based on his report
two walls of spectators, held to the
amendment did not conflict with tistic
bridges which are stronger than
curb by an unbroken line of police,
treaty rights he would favor it.
those of the old steel construction.
CARRIER RIFLES MAIL
every man bared hi3 head and only
The bridge will be sufficiently strong
22. A
Albuquerque, X. M., Sept.
the
patrolmen remained1
to carry any load that may be placed Navajo Indian, named Nez, confessed
covered. Of these there were B,00O
EVERYTHING IS READY
upon it, according to County Engineer to P. J. Moran, postoffice inspector; In the line of march or on
duty along
.Morrison. Each sian will be of suff- last Saturday that he had rifled the
the way of the funeral train. The 12
FOR STRIKE TO OPEN icient strength to support a
mail on the star route between Tho-rea- honorary pall bearers, headed by Wil
steamroller. The wings of the girders
and Sawyer, N. M. He was em liam H. Taft, marched six on eacl
will be seven feet and nine inches in ployed as a carrier.
side of the coffin. Behind them tame
MINERS IN SOUTHERN COLORADO height,
f
of this length being
Nez recently was arrested on suspi official committees of the city, two
FIELDS TO QUIT WORK
the floor cion, on account of navmg in nis pos companies of city hall policemen who
below and one-hal-f
above
TOMORROW
level of the bridge.
session a check and ring supposed to had come in daily contact with the
The bridge will have a floor of so- have been taken from the mall. At mayor during his lifetime and the
Trinidad, Co!., Sept. 22 With every lid concrete, upon which will bo laid tirst he said he found therri, but after- long train of
organizations ami- - IncH- miner in the southern niields under bitulithic
paving of the most approved wards confessed to the inspector when vlduals chosen from the many who
orders to lay down his tools tomorpattern. It will bear metal plates on ho had unearthed further evidence.
applied for places in fhe funeral train.
row morning because of the refusal which will
More than 50,000 had wanted to be
be put the names of the
of the operators to
the
in line, but in accordance with Mrs.
county commissioners and the conUnited Mine Workers of America and
The county also
company.
Gaynor's wishes for as simple serv
structing
LIFE
WEDDED
THEIR
grant certain wage and other conces- doubtless will
ices and as little display as possible,
for the lighting
provide
sions, the camps of the Las Animas of the
less than half that number were perat
night.
bridge
and Huerfanio counties today were
NOT HAPPY mitted to participate. At the con
The bridge at Kearney's Gap is to
unusually quiet.
clusion of the church services tho
be 60 feet In length. It is to 'be i
All mines are in, operation and
march was resumed to Greenwood
abutconcrete
laid
upon
span,
single
most mines, declare the operators,
1
WEALTHY CHICAGO STOCK BROK- cemetery in Brooklyn.
be
will
to
rock.
solid
ments
sunk
It
have almost full forces. Miners 'and
AN
ACTRESS
ER
SUES
The
industries
masked
time
city's
their families continued to leave the equipped with a floor o ftimber, but
FOR DIVORCE
during the funeral services. The muwill be built sufficiently strong to supwith
their
camps today
belongings
nicipal departments were closed for
port a concrete tloor, which will be
and come to Trinidad.
Chicago, Sept. 22. Frederick W. the day, the New York stock exchang
laid eventually. This bridge is to be
Von Frantzius, wealthy stock broker did not open tiB noon, the Consolientirely of steel.
and art connoiseur, today filed a suit dated exchange and several mercanSeveral bids were submitted, some
for divorce against his wife, Mrs. tile exchanges were closed all day; a.
of which were remarkably high, one
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Clarissa S. Rose Von Frantzius, a million school children participated ir
special bid for the Prince street struc- dancer known on the stage as
services in the dead mayor's memory
ture calling for an outlay of $17,000.
and names Jose Florido, his in publio school houses and thousands
The various bids were as follows: wife's
22. Senate:
Washington,
Sept.
dancing partner on the stage, of firms heeded the request of Mayor
Missouri Valley
Samuel Untermyer addressed banking
Bridge and Iron corespondent.
Kline tbaE business be suspended for
bridge, $2,789, with
committee on the administration cur- company:
The broker, who was divorced from an hour.
concrete floor; $2,365, without con- his first wife, was married to the
rency bill.
t
Conferees on the tariff bill continu crete floor:
bridge, $10,480. dancer In New York, June 23, after a
ed their work.
Special (the one adopted) $9,965.
brief end romantic courtship which
BRYAN IS PHILANTHROPIST
El Paso Bridge and Iron company
Confirmed Joseph W. Folk, former
began last spring when he fell in
m
bridge, $2,950, with concrete love with an oil portrait of the
Washington, Sept,
governor of Missouri, as state depart.
brief defense of Secretary Bryan's
floor, $2,450, without concrete flooi; woman.
ment solicitor. '
tours. Senator Martin told the
bridge, $11,200.
Senator Martine spoke in defense of
According to the bill, Mrs. Won
Pueblo Iron Works 60 foot bridge, Frantzius deserted her husband six senate today that some of Mr. i;ryn's
Secretary Bryan's lecture course.
'
$3,250, days after their
or
marriage in New "fixed charges'' were the elm-atinAdjourned at 12:37 o'clock to noon $3,900, with, concrete floor;
160-foconcrete
without
bridge York. On her arrival here a week several young men.
floor;
Thursday.
"A few years airo Mr. Bryan was
$11,895, with, concrete floor; $9,997, ago to fill a professional engagement
House: Representative Howard of
at a local theater, Mrs. Von Frantzius, maintaining and educating two lioys,-froGeorgia introduced a resolution to re- without concrete floor.
Japan," declared Mr. Mar!!.,
tire outstanding 2 per cent bonds by Midland Iron and Bridge company: it is said, refused to go to her hus60 foot bridge 42,930, with concrete band's home, but insisted on living at "and tod-jI believe 1m y
postal savings
.c,.i'r,r
issuing thm
three or four you'i rr "
floor; $2,490, without concrete floor; a downtown hotel.

22. Disputed
Washington, Sept.
points between the senate and house
in the tariff bill narrowed down today
to such chief features as the income
tax, the tax on cotton futures and the
administrative
provisions.
general
Democratic managers expected to
send the conference report to the
house by Thursday.
President Wilson told callers that
his conference with leaders led him
to believe all difference would be
smoothed out and he would sign the
bill this week.
"I've got my pen sharpened," said
the president.
Democratic leaders from the south
are said to be agreed on the cotton
futures tax compromise, proposed Dy
Representative Lever and endorsed by
Postmaster General Burleson and Senator Hoke Smith.
Chairman Alexander of the house
merchant: marine committee, with
Representatives Jones of Virginia,
Small of North; Carolina, and McGil- Hcuddy 6f"Maty.;j..?!,T!n?d.the president
t'o'favcr ah aiiva'iaient ft"i.Ue fai'it'i
giving a 5 per cent discount in duties
to imports in vessels wholly built in
the United States, no matter where

Contracts for the erection of two
new bridges were awaided this morn-bthe board of county commissioners to the Missouri Valley Bridge and
Iron company of Leavenworth,, Kan.
The first, a structure of reinforced Missouri
concrete, which will span the Gallinas
liver at the foot of Prince street, connecting the two important divisions of
Greater Las Vegas, will cost 9,9li5.
The second bridge, which will be
made of steeL will furnish a crossing
at Kearney's Gap. It will cost $2,365.
y
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recipes and issue a cookbook and Bend
It out as a public document. Or it
might get out a national pattern book
so simple and practical that a farm
woman might utilize the five or ten
minutes she has of freedom every
day and make herself clothes that
would place her In the class of the
best dressed when she goes to town.
Or it might issue dally bulletins showing how the city women are fixing
their hair; or pamphlets on how to
make an address at a club without
knowing anything about one's subject,
or how to make salad for a farm
hand that will Batisfy his longings
for roast beef and brown gravy.
There are really a myriad of things
that the department of agriculture
can do for farm women if it will take
the trouble, but after all there is just
one really worthy of conideration;
just one that all these 500,000 farm
women who are to express an opinion will think about and not have the
nerve to mention. Here It Is:
Let the department or agriculture
teach farmers that farm women are
just like other momen; that they are
every hit as anxious to retain their
youth and their good Iooks and their
good health as their city sisters; and
that there isn't any reason in' the
world why they shouldn't do it if the
men on the farm will Due view the
mater In a reasonable light.
Positively the best way for the department to help the women on the
farms in this country will be for it to
impress farmers with the rights of
farm women.
o
'

CURRENT

tion.
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

ALL

PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
argest daily and weekly circulation
if any newspaper in northern New
Mexico.
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22, 1913.

GAME FOB

NO

The Yale football coach presumably
has neither sympathy nor patience
with tie agitation for safer football.
At least he intimated as much in his
rebuke to a player yesterday who,
after smashing through a guard, apol
ogetically exclaimed "Excuse me, old
man, I did not mean to get into you
so hard." It almost gave the coach
a brainstorm. "What do you mean by
excusing yourself?" he demanded angrily. "This 13 a man's game, and you
must fight and fight hard all the
time. T don't want to near any more
of this 'excuse me' business."
That undoubtedly la the spirit that
appeal." to the plpayers and the root- ers. Tli"v want the game to be "for
blood."- In their enthusiasm and ex
citement they overlook the long 10K
of maimed and fatally injured victims.
They are as heedless of the danger
to those who provide the spectacle as
the crowd that jeers the aviator in
weather conditions that invite certain
disaster. Football as developed today
Is certainly no game for mollycoddles.
But why should it be necessary to
make It so perilous? It cannot be attributed wholly to the popular liking
for a dangerous exhibition. Baseball
13 much more popular, yet the attendance Is not Influenced by the hope of
a slugging match. What is there to
prevent football being played with as
much science and skill as baseball
without requiring the players to take
risks of Injury for life or fatal accident?
T:i other
words, might not football
be improved by a little of "this excuse me business," to the extent at
least of making It more a test of
skill in football and less of slugging?
It would not be necessary to make it
a "pink tea" affair or to carry It to
.the extreme of "After me, my dear
sir," but some regard for the limbs
and bones of opponents need not reduce a man's game to mollycoddle-ism- .
riUsburgh Dispatch.
-

HKLIMVG FA KM

TVO.MUN

After i,"Vf:ig na attention to women
for yeur '.he United States department c f ,v: 'culture shows symptoms
of waking up. it recently sent out
r.O. ooti letters to as
many rarm households all over the country asking for
advice as to how the department can
best serve the farm women of the nation. The letters ask that the letters
either be answered
by individuals
or by clubs and women's societies,
and it 13 estimated the opinions given
will represent the sentiment of 500,000
women.

Probably there are a good many
ways the department can help arm
women. If might, for example, collect

MAGAZINES

Hen That

A

f

Laid 7,500

Eggs
Farm and Fireside includes in the
poultry department of its current issue an accouunt of a remarkable hen
owned by the woman who writes the
article. This women, Elizabeth Grin-nel- l,
tiiells in part, as follows, the history of this hen a hen which in tne
25 years of its life laid approximately
7,500 eggs:
"I bought this hen in 1890 for half
a dollar. She was just a plebean yellow hen, without family or reputed
pedigree. 'Is she young?' I asked of
the seller. 'She's not old; she's laying,' was the reply.
"I scanned her feet, as a buyer does
a horse's mouth, to guess her age. I
concluded she had seen a couple of
summers or more. I therefore believe
her to be at the time of her death,
1913, about 25 years old. She made
good her reputation as a 'fair layer.
"She began to fail in strength when
about 10 years old. But she kept on
laying and rearing her broods. That Is,
she laid Irregularly until in 1911 she
produced hut four eggs, and1 in 1912
one egg only. Her eggs had ceased to
be fertile for several years, or after
she began to look old. Not that she
herself lost the mating instinct, but
that she was no longer pleasing to
more youthful admirers of the biddy
world. The cock of the yard would
sidle toward this aged person with the
usual demonstrations of tender feeling
and then sudden'y sneak away.
"She" was a useful member of so
She would mother any brood
ciety.
from quail to turkeys, at any age offered, even after she was too crippled
to scratch for them. In her later years
a brood of young fowls was always
given her in the autumn to insure lier
owri safe passage through the winter.
These chickens thought the mother
hen hovered them and were satisfied
with the warmth always obtained oy
cuddling; but it was the vitality of
the young which kept the old1 alive.
For some years it was impossble for
her to 'squat' or to bend the knees;
she simply lay flat on one side, and
the chicks burrowed in her feathers.
Her appetite failed for food other than
whole yellow corn."
STAR HOLDS MEETING
Sept. 22. The fourteenth
triennial assembly of the general
grand chater of the Order of the EastEASTERN
Chicago,

ern Star opened here today at the
Scottish Rite cathedral and will remain in session until and including
Thursday.
HOME EDUCATION

CONGRESS

Sept. 22. Several
Philadelphia,
hundred delegates from all parts of
the United States and Canada, and
from a number of foreign countries,
including France, Germany, Holland
and Belgium, attended the opening
session of the International Congress
of Home Education, which will he In
session here until the end of the present month. One of the most important subjects to ba considered by the
congress is the problem of selecting
the best and most efficient means of
training men and women for vocational activities. The Belgian delegates,
who are particularly Interested in the
subject of Intensive education for
promoting the prosperity of the agricultural classes, will submit a number
of pertinent suggestions for the consideration of the congress.
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CAUGHT HARRY

1

The latest Service Bulletin of the
Asociated Press tells the story of how
Harry Thaw was found up in Cole- brook, New Hampshire by a man who,
as the Asociated Press's correspond
ent in that
region,
had not allowed his "news sense" to
become dulled by the fact that he
hadn't had a story to turn in in two
years. The man was Walter Drew, of
Colebrook, and it was he who gave
the world the first news of Thaw's
capture on August 19. This is the
way it happened:
"The whole of New England was
seeking Thaw, but he had left no clews
In his flight, and it was imposible
to tell definitely where to look for
news of him. The situation was one
of uncertainty and expectancy. Then
Walter Drew, at Colebrook, N. H., was
herd from, for the first time in two
years. He had found Thaw, and he
took tre very first opportunity to get
the Boston office of the Associated
Press on the long distance telephone
,
and give 'he ews.
"Few remembered where Colebrook
was; Coatieook, Quehec, was a name
almost unknown to the general public, and the presence of Walter Drew
as the Associated Press correspondent in the remote New Hampshire
town had been almost completely for
He had not sent in a story
gotten.
In two years, Nevertheless, when Js
time came, he faithfully remembered
his connection with the Associated
Press, and the obligation which lay
at his door from the fact that his
name was on the records in the Boston ofice as 'local representative.' He
rose to the occasion, and sent in one
of the best news stories of many
months.

"Leased wires, trained reporters, ef- of
fie'ent operators and
fices are an integeral part of the as-- j
sociatlon, yet all together they had
not been able to satisfy the pressing
news demands of the day, 'Where
Harry Thaw?' The police of four
New England states, spurred by rewards offered by New York authorities, could not answer. It was left to
Drew to tell the world that the fugitive had been founo The story from
Colebrook and Coatfcook was a case
where all the elaborate and effeclent
machinery for handling the news
waited for the almost forgotten man
on outpost duty to send in his report.
"How Mr. Drew got his story is
worth telling. The prize did not orop
Into his lap. On the contrary, he was
after the story hours before it transpired. Like most .newspaper men, he
well-equipp-

mimhprprl' nmnnp- Vita fripnrla ftiA vur.
ous city and county officials. As in
cities where news competition is keen

the country correspondent had cultivated the best news, sources, and it
mas natural that a deputy sheriff who
recognized Thaw from a newspaper
picture should tell his rrlend. And
that is what happened.
"Deputy Sheriff Burleigh H. Kelsea,
of Colebrook, was a fellow passenger
with Thaw on a Maine Central train,
and it was to this officer the fugitive
betrayed his identity by un indiscreet
remark. Kelsea knew nothing of the
reward offered for the capture of
Thaw. He left the train at Colebrook
and Thaw went on.
"Kelsea was fortunate to meet Drew
soon after he reached home. The of
ficer said that he had seen Thaw.
Drew had faith in the identification
He scented a story, and inspired Kelsea to action by pointing out that the
reward would be his if he effected a
capture.
"Undeterred by the practical certainty that Thaw would be across the
Canadian line before he could be overtaken, Drew and Kelsea nlred an au
tomobile and the pursuit began. It
was dark and the roads were bad, but
they knew Thaw would have to leave
the Maine Central at Beecher Falls
and go across country to reach the
Grand Trunk, so they pushed on. At
Beecher Falls, Drew learned that
Thaw and his companion, Roger
Thompson, had arrived there and had
hired a liveryman to drive them to
Barford, Quebec. The trail led over
a wooded route in a round-abou- t
way
to the border. They had started from

)
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THAW
HADN'T SENT IN A STORY FOR
TWO YEARS, BUT HE WAS
ON THE JOB
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Here are garments of real class distinguished by authentic style features, soft,
lustrous yarns, carefully knitted and fashioned to meet the requirements of the woman
who seeks style and real cleverness.
Typical Bradley products which are no much

by' women

of'fai-hion- .

We are showing a splendid variety of these popular "Bradley" parments ft prices
which will interest all.? All popular styles and desirable colors are well represented
you are sure to find a garment in'this line that will fill your requirements.
Newest
in
exclusive
in
headwear and most "approved models in Sweaters
Scarfs,
shapes
styles
offers an opportunity of secuiing the best of style in knit goods, which will be extreme
ly popular this winter.
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"KEETCH" SWEATERS
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IN SWEATERS, SCARFS AND HOODS
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fit well, wear well and look well. They come in a large variety of styles and all desirable colors, in women's
children's sizes all weights and qualities.

Prices

$175 to $7.50

KNIT HEADWEAR
We

are showing

"Bradley''

line of

MEN'S SWEATERS

the
knit

headwear which includes
the newest and best styles
of the season.

WOMEN AVOID SOCIETY
They are reluctant to make the
least effort when suffering from dizziness, hackache, headache, nervousness, the blues, that bearing down
pain or a . displacement. Yet they
would like to be well. Why continue
to suffer when thousands of Ameri
can
are living testimonials for
what Lydia R. Pinitham's Vegetable
Colebrook after 8 p. m. on August IS Compound has accomplished in over
and it was past midnight when they coming all such troubles and restor
took up the trail for Barford. The ing glorious health? Adv.
start the train had given Thaw was
gradually overcome as the motor car LIFE PRISONER WANTS PARDON
Indianapolis, Ind. Rent. 22. One of
gained on the livery team.
"Five miles out of Beecher Falls the most important and Interesting
the pursuers met the livery driver cases which Is to come un for con
returning. , He said that Be had be- sideration at the quarterly meeting of
come suspicious of his fares and had the state board of pardons opened
refused to carry them further. He here today, is the nefiHnn for pardon
didn't like the idea of riding late at of Fred Wilson, Jr., now serving a

Our line'of men's sweaters is. the largest we have
had and includes all desir.
able styles and colors. Also
a nice variety of the Bradley garments.

Son
Established

1862

South SidoPbjd

23S5EES3

night on a lonesome road with strangers who seemed peculiarly anxious to
get out of the country. He told his
passengers he 'guessed he'd be getting home,' and they seemed glad to
be rid of him. Drew and Kelsea picked up the trail again at a nearby
farm house, where they learned the
fugitives bargained with a farmer to
take them to the nearest town for $9.
"The searchlights pf the automobile
showed freBh wheel tracks in the road
ahead, and Thaw and Thompson were
traced to the little inn at Ste.
A sleepy landlord described' two late arriving guests. Making
certain that the fugitives were asleep,
Kelsea went in search of a constable.
Drew remained on guard, waiting to
pluck the story when ripe.
"Thaw was arrested at 6 o'clock on
the morning of August 19. Mr. Drew
began to search for a long distance
telephone. It was nearly three hours
before any connection could be gotten
there, but a brief bulletin was given
to the Boston office of the Associated
Press at 8:35 a. m.. Realizing the necessity foir getUng&,'isohite confirmation, the Boston office, while taking
the story from Mr. Drew, had set up
another wire to Coatieook, Canada,
where Thaw was taken to jail, and
Drew's report was not only confirmed
but interviews were obtained from
Coatieook authorities, including the
chief of polic.e.
"The positive report that Thaw had
been captured was sent out by the
Boston office at 0:09 a. m. It was
more than an hour before any other
news association learned of the story
except through etxras issued by Associated Press papers. The rival associations then wasted valuable time
in efforts to disprove the accuracy of
identifications of the men under "arrest in the Canadian village. So the
story of Thaw's capture remained ex
clusive for a much longer time than
other news gathering associations
need have permitted.
"Over the second wire an uncer
tain line routed from Coatieook to
Sherhrooke, Quebec, and Montreal and
thence to Troy, N. Y., nd Boston
came the detailed story from Corre
spondent Drew and the police author!,
ties. The wire was held an hour be
fore connection was broken and while
details were coming in in a disjointed
manner, the news was traveling over
the Associated Tress wires to all sections of the United States and even
across the water.
"The first bulletin sent out by any
opposition service was dated Montreal
and it merely stated that it was reported that Thaw had been arrested
somewhere In thejsouth of the province of Quebec."

:isses and

EBEES

life sentence for the murder of William L. Bower at Bethlehem, Ind.,
several years ago. Bower was stabbed and Fred Wilson, Jr., and his

ia lrnnuin a a iha "en Poftr

FJ4-

ment which began in the United
States about five years ago through
the Influence of the federal bureau
of mines.
Since that time, through
the efforts of the association, several
hundred mines have been equipped
with rescue crews to save life followcrews to
ing disasters, and first-ai- d
give succor to the men who are injured. In addition to the discussion
of various safety problems there will
be demonstrations of the best methods for preventing disasters in mines
and for rescuing and aiding the victims in case of accidents.

father, Fred Wilson, Sr., were charged with having committed the murder. They were brought to Jefferson-ville- ,
Ind., where they were kept in
jail for a long time. The case was
transferred to Madison and father and
son were sentenced to life imprisonment.
To save his son, the older
Wilson made an affidavit, that the
alone was guilty of the crime, but his
statement met with no credence. It
is understood thaf the petition
of
young Wilson will be fought by a
Swellings of the flesh caused by innumber of Clark county relatives and
of the
friends of Bower and the success of flammation, cold, fractures
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheuthe petition is considered extremely matism can be relieved
by applying
doubtful.
It
BAIXARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
should be well rubbed in over the part
Tne healing demulcent qualities of affected. Its great healing and peneFoley's Honey and Tar Compound are trating power eases the pain, reduces
not duplicated in any other medicine swelling and restores natural condiPrice 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
for coughs and colds. Any substitute tions.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
offered you is an inferior article. Re- bottle.
fuse t oaccept it for it can hot produce Adv.
the healing and soothing effect of FoMEAT PACKERS MEET IN CHICAGO
Inley's Honey and Tar Compound.
sist upon the genuine, which contains
Chicago, Sept. 22. One of the largno opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red est
gatherings of meat packers ever
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
held in this country is in attendance
TO INCREASE SAFETY IN MINES at the convention of the American
Meat Packers' association which openPittsbrgh, Pa., Sept. 22. Mine op- ed
here today at the Hotel Sherman
erators, mining engineers and mine
for a session extending over three
surgeons, representing nearly every
The principal social event of
important company in the United days.
the meeting will be the English hunt
States, all Interested in the common
which will be carefully patobject of increasing the safety of the dinner,
terned after the style of the big hunt
are
mineworkers,
gathered here to
attend the three days' session of the dinners given by soiree of the
owners, of large estates in EngAmerican Mine Safety association,
which held its first meeting in Pitts- land during the hunting season.
burgh last year. The members of this
Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
association are the leaders in what
cases of widney and bladder .trouble,
hunt-lovin-

g

rheumatism
and lumbago, because
You can not
they remove Die
take this honest, curative medicine into your system waliuut getting the

right results. Try
and Red Cross

r

!,

e;:i.

Dm-

O. G. Schae-f- er

- store.

U"

CAPITAL

QlHAEFER.

the most interesting features of the
fair is the forestry exhibit arranged
by the federal government, which is
attracting much interest among the
large crowd of visitors. The fair will
continue through the week and there
will be the usual racing and other
features for the entertainment of the
visitors.
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession
of colds In babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child.
The condition that
causes them may easily he avoided by
careful
parents. Quickly and thoroughly cure all colds and throat irritations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a family to support
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fear It with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action of kidneys and
bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
'
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
.
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MONTANA STATE FAIR OPENS
Helena, Mont., Sept. 22. The annual Montana State fair opened here
today with the largest and finest exhibition of the natural resources and
potential wealth of the state ever
shown at such an occasion.
One of
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HOW TO FEED YOUNG
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the Youngsters Grow Older Grain
Fine

It Gradually Increased
Sand Is Ideal,
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Jim looked and stared.

FEED FOR FATTENING FOWLS
Districts Corn Is Main

In Some Corn

Item and In Others Oats, Barley or Some Other Grain.

SET

ALLJ1IXED

When Tur(By PROP. JAMES DRYDEN, Poultry Have First Quarrel
Agriculture.)
Department, Oregon Agricultural ColAlys-suSweet
cf
Instead
nips
For the first 10 to 14 days we feed
lege.)
are
There
several
a
rations
can
that
the chicks at the university farm
Comes Up.
(By 3. Q. HALPIN, Wisconsin College of

m

to hang effectively, if a good
New Yoilc, Sept. 22. As usual, at body
is chosen.
season,
grade
the beginning of the autumn
White
crepe de chine
are
busy
kept
authorities
fashion
one-piec- e

the
dresses are considered very modish,
making predictions for the important
pnd the simnler thev are made the
has
deal
A great
season to come.
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the
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been said and
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which the
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woman knows how to change
clever
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wrap
suit
ever, that costume,
to time without
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expense.
so
much by
be characterized not
The very general use of transparent
beauelty of form as by novelty and
The gowns has given rise to a double pan
and
colorings.
materials
of
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X- petticoat to counteract the
Oriental form is still maintained, but
de"modest
dressers
the eastern influence is lessening ray effect that
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is
in
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The
considerably, and is already on the
or other soft silk.
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Is the time to bring out any
Now
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taste
demanding
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good
one may
liberation from too much uniformity jet trimmings or garnitures
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be
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maker
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made
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short
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long
now
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can
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to
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only
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to
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and
shape
body
and
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dresses
types of early
These hats are made in small
scarcely any warmer than cotton wash
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to
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realities
The craze for novelty shades in
washed and ironed, and has enough
furs bids fair to include colored fox,
skunk in dyed stripes, and dyed mole
seal. Hunters green, navy blue
and
To Cure Salt Rhcsmor dark purple mole and seal may be
yellow fox,
and Scaly Skin bought as easily as orange, blue
rabbit.
skunk or pale
Pretty pompons for slippers are
A most Effective Treatment made in this way: gather a doubled
and Quick in
strip of chiffon about three inches
wide, or an Inch and a hal fwide
when folded into a rosette. Make a
little satin rose of the same color and
fasten the two together. They will
give the appearance of a flower. Use
crystal beads for the flower center and
dot beads around the edges of the pe
tals of the satin rose. Pure, glass
beads give the best effect, but gold
or silver beads would also be pretty.
Lace is used to trim handbags, Just
as leather Is now used to trim hats.
A dainty handbag of suede leather in
Salt rheum, scaly skin and other Itchsoothed by tan shade Is edged about the top with
ing skin aHlictiona may bewitch
hazel.
of
frequent applications
But the cure must come from the ac- a narrow Wiling of, deep cream Valenblood ciennes lace, fulled well around the
of
tivity of the fine network
vessels that make up the skin formacorners.
be-tr.- g
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little commercial chick feed, which is
thrown into a fairly deep litter of hay
chaff three or four times a day.
In the middle of the forenoon and
the afternoon wo' feed a little mash
made up of equal parts of coarse
ground corn, wheat bran, wheat mid
dlings and rolled oats. Once a day
we mix a raw egg In with this mash,
one egg for about each GO chicks. As
they get .older we gradually increase
the amount of raw egg, adding enough
water or, better still, milk to keep
the mash from being sticky and soggy.
As fast as they learn to eat it we
mix more and more wheat and cracked
corn into the chick feed, so that by
the time they are three weeks old
they are eating cracked corn and
wheat entirely. From the start we
give access to dry mash made up
at first like the wet maeh, except
that the rolled oats Is omitted after
the second week.
Fine sand on the brooder floor, covalfalfa hay, Is
ered with short-cu- t
ideal. Ground bone in little hoppers,
so that chicks can help themselves,
is also good. A few drops of a potassium permanganate stock solution,
Just enough to turn the water red,
may be put into the drinking water,

I

two-piec-

ANSWERS TO FEW QUESTIONS
Fat Hen Will Not Starve Until Reserve Is Utilized Kay and Green
Cut Bone Produce Eggs.
The following replies to emeries regarding poultry, which are
will be found of much interest:
E. D. C A lien that is fat will not
starve until the stores of fat on hei
body are utilized, as this reserve of
warmth is just so much carbonaceous
food in the form of fat.
H. D. We believe the cause of the
poor laying of your flocks is the absence of green food and meat scraps
from the ration. Hens need both.
N. A, T. Clover hay and green cut
bone are excellent egg producers.
Green bone should not be fed oftener
than three times a week, and then
only a pound allowed for every sixteen
head of etock.
J. I O. When it can be had, milk
is an excellent article of food for
broilers or any chicles, but milk is not
absolutely necessary.
C. T. Clover hay is mainly
for winter feeding, to take the
place of green food during the cold
months.
But where green food is
equally scarce in the summer it is best
to feed it the year round. It can be
scalded or cooked, and mixed with
bran, cornmeal, middlings and ground
oats.
G. L. W. Vegetables can be fed
either cooked or raw; in the latter
case they are not so fattening.
Is excellent for lay
M. A.
ing bens,, but do not feed more than
ten per cent at a feeding.

be fed successfully in fattening chickens. In some districts corn is the main
item, and in others oats, barley or
other grain. The price of grain will
govern the ration fed, largely.
There is no better fattening food,
probably, than good plump oats fine
ground. Barley, ground up fine, is also good as part of the ration. A' good
ration would be ground oats, barley
and middlings in equal parts and a
little bran mixed with buttermilk or
sour milk.
If one cannot get milk it will be
necessary to' feed some animal meal
or beef scrap, or a little blood meal.
About 10 per cent, of the weight of
the grain is the right proportion of
blood meal.
If corn Is as cheap as the other
grains, I would feed corn liberally.
The grain should be mixed with about
twice as much milk as of ground grain,
so that it will be very soft and drip
from the end of a stick. No green
food is necessary.
The chickens should be fed all they
will eat twice a day. At first one

should begin by feeding light, but af
ter two or three days they should be
given all they will eat up twice a day.
Food should not bo left standing be
fore them, however.
The chicken should be confined In
a small pen or fattening crates where
they will get no exercise. They will
be quieter and do better In a dark
pen. The feeding may be done by
lamplight at night if that is more
WORK

IN

THE POULTRY YARD

First Thing of Importance

Is to Open
Houses, Allowing Fowls Benefit
of Fresh Air.
(By M. K. BOTER.)

The routine

on the poultry
farm consists, first, of opening up
the houses and allowing the fowls the
benefit of the fresh air.
Then comes the breakfast; then the

FLORENCE

FAIRBANKS.

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
a
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
Booth, Tonawanda, N. Y. "I was
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
attack of acute Indigestion. Power of
the pen falls to portray the agonies I
endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for bo long a time. This remedy went
directly to the seat of the trouble and
cured me in a few hours time." For
'Adv.
sale by all dealers.
Diar-rhoe-

I have a brooder made of a tight
box, one joint and two eblows of
stove pipe. The pipe is placed in the
brooder as shown with an ordinary
lamp at the lower end to furnish the

' ' ("

ujtili

I
Home-Mad-

e

Brooder.

A bucket spray pump such as used heat, says a writer in an exchange.
in the garden Is just the thing to The damper is a piece of tin laid on
top of the upper opening by which the
spray the poultry house.
heat may be regulated. I find this to
the kerosene at once. Churn this make a safe and practical little

Habit.
is a habit that starts
with hens, generally, that are out of
condition. In other words, when the
hen gets too fat and also when there
is a scarcity of lime In the bill of
fare, the shells of the eggs become
d
thin. When being laM these
eggs usually break and the
hen thus acquires a taste. It Is always
best to gather the eggs several times
a day so that there will be no chance
for breakage by hens crowding on
the nest of by a newly laid egg
striking those already laid.
g

Egg-eatin- g

soft-shelle-

Shift the Trays.
f
Guinea Flesh Excels,
Shift the trays from left to right
No poultry meat excels If any with each turning.
equals a
guinea split down
the back, broiled and buttered.
Too Much Moisture Kills.
It
ia meaty, tender and of splendid
Too much moisture has killed more
fvor.
chicks than too little.
half-grow- n

our own
said Jim blithely.
"And flowers, dear," said Alice,
smiling.
"l'.rt who'll take care of them?"
"Why, that's easy," Alice answered
"I'll Like charge of the flowers, Jim
and you can mind the vegetables.
And listen. Jim! Let's each raise
our own plots secretly, and mind, th
orhr H rot to come into that part o:
the garden or look at it until every
thing is blooming. Then the one tha
has the finest display gets the prize.'
"Which is?"
"A kiss," said Alice, smiling.
"I'll take mine now," said Jim and
he did.
They had only been married a
month and their experience of home
making was delightful. Their gardens
were their pride, and each rigorously
observed the conditions. Jim did, indeed, grumble a little at not being
allowed to have any flowers in hiy
part of the territory assigned, and
Alice relented so far as to permit hiir,
to grow just a few. "Only round the
veget-uMes.-

"

dcaral," sho said.
"You know, we must have as much
space a3 possible for those old vegetables. Just think, next fall I'm going
to put up tomatoes and onions and
well, all sorts of things!"
And all sorts of things were planted
and actuallybegan to sprout. Neither

cf them considered it anything but

doors.

e

Sunflower Seed Valuable.
Sunflower Seed is very valuable for
fowls during the molting period, and
it contains much oil and gives an added glosa to the new plumage. There
is no danger of feeding them too much
of it during this period. As a general
rule, they are fed a handful for each
fowl per day.

come to fulfillment.
"And we'll grow

drinking water; then cleaning up the
droppings of the night.
Following this is looking after the
trap nests, .making repairs, taking
care of the incubators and brooders,
and general chores.
At night, again the feeding and at
dusk emptying out the drinking ves
sels, examining the- houses that all
may be found well, and locking the

rose-stripe-

tion. You should use S. 5. S. for the
blood. This splendid remedy Is a marvel for salt rheum, eczema, lupus, psoriasis and scrofula. Ask at any drug
store for a bottle of S. S. S., and you
are then on the road to health. The
action of this remarkable remedy 18
direct, positive, certain in its influence.
It is one of those rare medical forces
which act in the blood with the same
degree of certainty that Is found In all
natural tendencies.
Out through every skin pore acids,
germs and other blood Impurities are
forced in the form of Invisible vapor.
There Is scarcely a community anywhere but what has its living example
of the wonderful curative effects of
S. S. S.
Get a bottle of this famous
and if your case Is
remedy,
stubborn or peculiar, write to The
Swift Specific Co., 188 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
Beware of all substitutes for S. S. S.,
the remedy you can depend udoii for
safety and effectiveness.

FILSON.

"We'll be a3 happy as birds in theii
nest.", said Alice joyfully, as she and
her husband returned from their honeymoon and surveyed the old colonial
farmhouse, standing in its two acres
of ground. It was the ideal of a
country home such a home as Alice
ar.d Jim had always dreamed of, now

work

But there are other duties chang
ing male birds, examining the fowls
on the roost and removing such as
show signs of colds or illness, watch
ing for feather pullers, doctoring torn
combs and wattles, and a multitude of
things that call for constant attention
All these matters repeat themselves
from Monday morning until Sunday
night.
It is the routine vork, this sameness
that bo quickly discourage the beginner and makes him quit the work
SPRAYING "GETS" THE MITES early in life.
More people would be fitted for
work if they could content
poultry
One of Best Mixtures to Use In Com
themselves with this repeated sameEmulIs
Kerosene
Parasites
bating
ness. To them it becomes monotonsion Use Spray Pump.
ous. They want something different;
they cannot get it in the poultry busiKerosene emulsion is one of the ness
and so they change their
best mixtures to use In combating
mites in the poultry house. It is made
by the mixing of two gallons of ker
AND SIMPLE BROODER
osene oil, one-ha- lf
pound of whale oil SAFE
soft
soap, one quart of home-madsoap and one gallon of water. Dis Ordinary Lamp Is Placed at End of
solve the soap by boiling in water,
Piping to Furnish Heat Lit-- '
tie Danger of Fire.
then remove from the Are and add

mixture rapidly and violently until It
is as smooth as beaten cream. One
part of emulsion to several parts of
water is used to dilute the mixture
for spraying buildings,
dropping
boards or nest boxes. Add one or
two ounces of carbolic acid to the
emulsion just before applying.

By FRANK

Alice had

LABOR

hit upon his own design. The flowers
were growing in a rather straggly but
UF unmistakable letter J.
"Sweet Williams," whispered Alice,
looking at him triumphantly.
"Yes but " stammered her hus'
band.
"That's a compliment to you, dearest," she said. "You see, there isn't
any Sweet James, so 1 pretended that
your name was William instead.
Aren't you pleased?"
"Pleased? I'm delighted," he cried.
"But Alice, dear, do you know I have
thought of just the same thing for
you?"
"For me?"
"Yes. You know you said that I
could plant some flower's, so I have
planted some sweet alyssum alyssum that means Alice, you know."
"Show me at once, Jim," commanded his wife delightedly. And so he
led her through the little rustic wicket gate and into the forbidden vegetable garden, where, near the tool
shed, he triumphantly displayed his
precious secret.
Alice looked at the growth in

j

COIIS

IS MEETING

I

CANADA
MANY CHANGES IN THE EXISTING
DOMINION LAWS WILL BE
RECOMMENDED

g
Montreal, Sept. 22. With a
number of delegates in attendance the twenty-nintgathering
of the Trades and Labor Congress of
Canada was opened here today. Nev.
er before in the history of the organization which is the parent or
holding company of the labor organizations of Canada, similar in its position to that of the Federation of
Labor In the United States and the
British Trades Union congress in
"But Jim, where are the flowers?" Great Britain, has the meeting of the
she asked.
congress aroused so much general in"Flowers? 1 didn't know sweet terest in
organized labor circles.
alyssum had any flowers. You are my
was called to order
The
congress
for
he
added
flower,"
diplomatically,
the expression on his wife's face had today at Auditorium hall by President
James C. Watters and will probably
become quite curious.
She stooped over the growth and remain in session for a week or
suddenly reached out her hand and more. Many important subjects will
pulled a handful from the ground. demand the attention of the congress.
And then she sat down upon the path
Among them may be mentioned the
and burst into tears.
matfollowing: Dominion and provincial
the
"Alice!
What's
Dearest!
ter?" cried Jim, hurrying toward her, legislation affecting labor interests;
pale with anxiety. "Don't you like the repeal, of the useless alien labor
them? Why, I planted them because law; enforcement of the misrepresenI wanted them to remind me always
tation and monetary clauses of the imof you."
"Yes, that's It," she sobbed. "I al- migration laws all the year round;
eight-hou- r
ways knew you didn't really love me, consideration of the proposed
but I never thought you would show
bill; pronouncement of the adIt in such a cowardly, mean way as ministration of the workmen's comthis. It's It's turnip tops. And you, pensation acts in the various provinEaid they reminded you of me."
amendments to the industrial
Jim stared in horror at the uproot- ces;
forted plants. Undoubtedly the roots had disputes and investigation act;
formed into the small but unmistak- nightly payment of wages on all railable configuration of the turnip. And ways; proposed amendments to the
even Jim knew that a turnip Is noth- Dominion elections act, abolishing
ing but a turnip.
the $200 deposit now exacted, and.
"Good heavens'." he exclaimed in
election day a public holiday;
making
horror. "Alice! I planted them al
consideration of the old ago and penphabetically and I I began at the
sions acts now pending before a spewrong end. Come over here. Here
cial committee of the Dominion parlia- here they are!"
Alice cast one glance at his new .ment. In addition to these questions
find and began weeping anew.
wWcll are scneduled for conBidera- Brute!" she sobbed. "Those are;.,
jtion there wlU te many other vropo
cabbage heads"
sltlons wh,ch
be submitted by'
They made up two minutes later,
but now they have a hired man to delegates of various organizations in
tend the vegetable garden. Jim helps different parts of the Dominion. The
Alice with the flowers and they have delegates representing
the Brandon
some real sweet alyssum blooming
Trades and Labor Council
(Manit.)
round the sweet Williams.
are expected to bring up a proposi(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
tion that the congress should n on
record against union men Joining the
Middle Names Taboo.
People have not always been al militia and against the admission of
lowed the pleasure of having aa many members
of the militia to labor
names as they wish; indeed, 400 years unions.
ago not even a middle name was alThe growth of the congress is
lowed in England. It was illegal. The
old English law was definite and ad- shown in figures from the last report
mitted of no Infraction of its ruling. which indicate a membership of
The only exception made to this ironan annual receipt from the small
clad regulation was in the case of per capita tax of $15,699. Forty-fou-r
persons of royal rank. If they really trades and labor councils In as many
wished it they could boast a middle
name but woe to the person of ordi- cities, reaching from Victoria, B. C,
nary rank who was sufficiently unwise to Sydney, Cape Breton, all holding
or obstinate to Insist on having more charters from an maintaining finanthan two appellations.
cial relations with the trades and laFor the first offense he would very bor congress of Canada are represent
likely be tied to a whipping post and ed at this gathering.
severely lashed. For a second offense
he would endure some more lasting
How to Cure Cholera Morbus
punishment, perhaps the removal of
his thumbs or his ears. And if he
Many cases of this disease result
still persisted In his stubbornness he fatally before medicrne can be obwould be hanged.
tained or a physician summoned. It
There Is a case on record of a poor 13 easily cured when the proper remman in all probability half demented
is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
who insisted on signing four names edy
Mt. Collins, N. Y., says: "When my
of
every time he wrote his signature ro husband had
cholera morbus last sumany paper. Of course he passed
mer
used
Chamberlain's Colic,
he
of
th
all
punishlegal stages
through
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
ment until he was finally hanged.
It cured him promptly."
Every famNewton's "Observatory."
ily should keep this remedy at hand.
There is an interesting mystery as- It only costs a quarter. For sale by
sociated with 35 St. Martin's street, all dealers.
Adv.
once the home of Sir Isaac Newton,
which is now in the property market.
COMMERCIAL EXECUTIVES
On the roof there used to be a curious structure made almost entirely
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 22. Commerof glass, and for many years thlswr.r. cial organizers and leading men conconfidently believed to have been Sir nected with the commercial organiIsaac Newton's observatory.
Fanny zations and with
the development of
Burney, whose father, the noted mutrade relations are gathered here to
sician, Dr. Charles Burney, was at
the number of several hundred to atan occupier of the house, occ
sionally used the erection as a stui'y. tend the annual gathering of the Cenand in her memoirs of her father
tral Association of Commercial Exerefers to it as Newton's observato:
cutives which opened here at the
In 1855 doubt was cast upon the stor
Rome hotel today. An Interesting
by John TImbs in his "Curiosities c;
London."
He asserts that the obsn-7ator- and elaborate program has been arwas built by a subsequent ten- ranged for the business session of the
ant, a Frenchman. It has been furth- convention which will extend over
er declared that the Frenchman nc. three days and noted exports from
only built the room, but also equipp:' various sections of the country are on
it with various instruments, and ther,. the
program with addresses bearing
claiming that it was the observatory
of commercial
of Newton, charged a fee for admii-sio- n upon various phases
to view. Westminster Gazei'.c life and organization. After the close
of the business session the visiting
Wilde's Last Epigram.
members and delegates will go to
Oscar Wilde's last epigram, before Sioux City as the- guests of tho Sioux
his reputation suffered so profound m
City Commercial club.
elipse, was uttered in a London Turl.
ish bath. ."It la strange," he remark'
ed, "how, as one gows older, his phil- Get Rid of the Torment of Phpii-n-.- r
You can do so by rldiiinir your t,
osophy of life becomes so simple as
to be capable of reduction to threo or of the cause. Weak and i' iMs )
four elementary principles. Now, my neys allow uric acid pc m t j
philosophy, for instance, Is all summed main In the blood and 1ihru
f
up in three fundamental axioms." pains swollen and ain't1T
"And what are they?" he was ask- low. Take Foley's Kilny i
I.
',
ed. "Weli," said Wilde, musingly, "the you of the pain and tor'
first of them is; 'Never go to see a will positively and pencil
the kidneys, rcsUu t r i
play by Henry Arthur Jonea.'" "And up
action and keep the urw b ' r
the other two?" "Oh, the other two out of the blood and 1 n .v.
t
don't really matter if you observe the O. G. Scbaefer and I.- - i (
first"
Store. Adv.
record-breakin-

h
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Alice Had Hit Upon His Own Design.
magic when the first green sprouts
appeared. And after a while a tiny
bloom made its appearance in the
flower garden.
"Now, Jim, no looking," said Alice
mischievously.
"But hang it, Alice, you're not going to keep me out of the garden the
whole summer, are you?" he asked.
"But Jim, you can look from afar.
And you can walk on the lawn. Only,
you must not come up to the flower
beds. Because 1 have a big surprise
for you in preparation."
It must be confessed that Jim did
look. And as the flowers bloomed and
the whole garden became one riotous
mas3 of blossoms, he began importuning Alice more and more frequently
to be allowed to see his surprise. At
last she fixed upon the following Sat-- '
urday.
Meanwhile Jim had not been idle.
He, too, had prepared a little surprise
for Alice. He had taken advantage of
her permission to plant flowers, and,
with great dexterity, had placed a bed
of sweet alyssum, as a compliment to
her, setting it out In such a way that
the arrangement of the flowers
spelled out the letters of her name.
When the green leaves appeared and
actually grew true his delight was
unbounded.
One of the hardest things he had
to do was to remember the various
vegetables. He had hit upon an ingenious method of overcoming this
difficulty he had planted them alphabetically.' Beginning at the tool shed
were artichokes; then came the asparagus not to bloom till the second
year; beans, beets, Brussels sprouts,
and cabbages, ranging all the way
down to turnips and watermelons.
There was no vegetable listed on the
catalogue after watermelons, so he
concluded that that growth was alphabetically the last that was known
to science.
This method proved highly satisfac
tory, too, for it would have been imas he was,
possible for him,
to have distinguished the succulent
turnip from the radish or peanut, un
less he could have pulled it out by
'
the roots and examine it.
Saturday came. Jim was in a ferment of excitement when his wife led
him Into the garden. He sniffed the
breeze, laden with fragrant odors, and
it smelled very good to him. Alice
led him to a corner where some deli
cately tinted Dowers were pricking
their way up through faa mud.
'
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has been turned over into the school
take an interest in Weaver's case and shares continued upward but their
to extend him clemency.
rise failed to arouse the general list
building fund. Any district which has
made the maximum lev during the
At the prison, Weaver is still play- from Its lethargy. Reading reached
past year and has received aid Irom
ing baseball. Every Saturday after- its highest level of the year and Union
the state for maintaining five months
he trots out on the prison dia- Pacific moved up a point.
TO
TO
OUT OF noon
mond, clad in a baseball suit, and
term, may by filing application in due
Profit taking and some bear selling
form and approved by the attorney
catches the game for the "Cubs," one based on the renewed weakness of
of the teams In the prison league. A the Rook Island securities caused the
general and the state superintendent
receive help for school building, proreport of a recent prison game, as told whole market to react Just at the close,
vided they meet certain conditions.
by the Penitentiary Bulletin, relates Reading fell back a point and others
New York, September 22. Once it and drew from Its wet wrapping
an Incident of how Weaver hit the ball V2 a point or so. The last sales were:
The
number
of
districts
which
a
of
a
slices
of
few
may
few pieces
bread,
more, to the relief of many thousands
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION become eligible for aid from the state GOVERNOR OF KANSAS MAY PAR- square on the trade mark and drove Amalgamated Copper
a
handful
of
,"30
or
more
with,
pepthe
cheese,
.,.. 78
green
cf parents,
public
WHITE ISSUES LETTER ON
DON FORMER STAR OF BASEhome the winning run in a game Sugar bid ....
for school buildings may be considerIUY2
schools, elementary, bih and trade, pers and a few tomatoes. Everybody
THE SUBJECT
BALL FIELD
Atchison
against the "Sluggers."
ably increased where schools are
95
have opened their doors for the new sighed"' a "relief and Magistrate Nolan
Now Weaver's case is under serious Reading ...
opened so as to make It necessary for
169
school year in the five boroughs of lightheartedly made his way to the
Alvan N. White, state superintend22. "Buck" consideration In the governor's office Southorn Pacific
Topeka, Kas.,
Sept.
the district to receive state aid for
92
Greater New York. Complete reports nearest restaurant. Half an hour laof public Instruction, has sent the maintaining five months term; that Weaver, professional tiaseDall player and before many weeks it is probable Union. Pacific
ent
160
Italian
estito
ter
came
is
and
workman
the
not
are
yet available, but It
letter to the county superin- is, if a district has over 50 children and now a prisoner at the Kansas that the old baseball veteran will be United States Steel
64
mated that the enrollment of children Fifth street police station and excited- following
tendents
the state:
of
of school age and the population Is state penitentiary, may receive a par- a free man.
-United States Steel, pfd
109
some
policeman
In the various public schools will be ly complained that
To County Superintendents:
so distributed as to require
two don or parole at the hands of Goverabove 700,000 and that, in addition, had stolen his luaca.
I am anxious to have you file at schools to
years ago,
accommodate such children, nor Hodges. Twenty-fiv- e
about 150,000 children will be enrolled
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
TO FIGHT ALCOHOLISM
once a list of your teachers at pres- It will be entitled to state ' aid for Weaver, Governor Hodges and Sam
neis
Tlie
evidently
la tie parochial schools of which
Chicago,
Sept. 22. Reports from
ent under contract to teach In your each ' school building, provided, of Seaton, parole clerk, were all mem.Milan, Italy, Sept. 22. Practically
there are many in the city. Until glecting his business in this city as if
that
the Canadian cabinet,
Winnipeg
civilized
nation
is
represented
every
county during the coming year. This course, that the maximum
levy Is bers of the Olathe baseball team and
complete reports can be compiled It lie were a Tammany politician cu the office Is
its
Connotwithstanding
International
at
the
delegates
demands
for
by
Kansas
having repeated
made and all other conditions are met. now it Is probable that the
will be impossible to determine how public payroll. Every now and then
which opened record,' may decide to take off the
on Alcoholism
state
gress
assothe
teachers
of
lists
old
will
remember
the
throughout
executive
As
the money for school building is
large will be the number of children some fool indulges in "practical Jokat present employed and we can save now available I hope that each coun- ciations and give Weaver a pardon or here today with appropriate exercises duty on American grain had a bearish
that will be compelled to be content ing," invariably with the same result:
and will continue through the rest of effect today on the wheat market
a good deal of ty superintendent will take steps at parole.
attendance. It is some innocent person ia hurt of killed county superintendents
with any half-timweek. America is represented by here. The opening was unchanged' to
trouble
copies of such once tt have proper applications filed
There are few baseball players in the
V2 off, and the market showed but litestimated, ho'ever, that the number but .the Idiotic ."joker" never. A few
11
to
furnish
them
delegates, of whom five have been
lists by being able
in this office so that prompt .use may Kansas who are more widely known
of part-timpupils will be between days ago a half drunken man and a
tle
power to rally. The close was
from this office. We enclose here- be made of the aid which the state in the state than is "Buck" Weaver. appointed by the' United States
20,000 and 50,000, which will mean a few of lils friends who were far from
to
nervous,
under Saturday
with blanks upon which I hope you
e
or 30 years ago, Weaver
slight improvement over last year. sober, decided to play a Joke upon will make prompt report of all teach furnishes for Improving the conditions Twenty-fivnight.'
under which the children are educat- was one of the best all around players
' Corn
Since last year a number of new two meu coming down a lonely street
eased off with wheat, but reers in your county. We are, also, ed. Each county superintendent has in the state. His services were always
schools have been completed In vari in Williamsburg, by pretending to be
covered
when selling pressure lessenannounceanxious to send to teachers
Facing a Serious Proposition
been supplied with blanks for making in demand and he played as catcher
ous sections of the city, which will highwaymen. They planted themselves
ed. Prices at the outset ranged from
nas
man
who
woman
or
The
Mexico
kidney
ments
New
the
concerning
application for state aid for school in many towns. Much of his time trouble is
to some extent relieve the congestion In the road, stopped the vehicle and
advance and after
facing a serious proposition, Vs decline to
Educational association and other no buildings and we hope that such appli- was
spent in Olathe.
In some of the older schools. But the commanded the wu men ia the. bugwhere grave complications readily fol- a further sag, rose slightly. It was
time
which
we may issue from
cations may be filed for several disOne of the tices
Foley Kidney Pills are
In those days Governor Hodges was low neglect.
conditions are still bad in many pnrts gy to hold ti; ibeLr
to time concerning their work. If your tricts eligible to receive this aid. I
an honest curative medicine that once said that many fields would be hurt.
two
he
fallen
that
had
so
now.
rabidis
men,
he
la
the
than
the
several years younger
of
city, especially
taken into your system mean restored The close was unsettled V to 1 up.
records do not show a teacher of each
ly growing sections of Brownsville and into the hmls oi real brigands, drew school, please make your report cor- shall appreciate very much receiving And at that time Hodges was some- health and strength. O. G. Scbaefer lVs up.
of
any suggestions and statements
of a sensation as an amateur nnd Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the Bronx. In those sections the a revolver from his pocket and fired rect to
Oats reflected the course of the corn
date, and a supplementary re- difficulties Incurred In connection with thing
erection of schools. lias not kept pace a shot which missed the supposed
ball player. Hodges played third base
Trade was moderately acmarket.
may be made later.
carrying out the school building law. for the Olathe nine and Sam Seaton
with the tremendous increase of pop- highwaymen but bit and fatally injur- port
tive.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
d ed aa innocent
Educational Association
shot
ulation and In the Bronx fully
the territory around
pedestriau about hair Enumeration and Compulsory Attend
covered
Colder weather and an advance in
New York, Sept. 22. The stock
On September 4 the state board of stop, while Weaver was the team's
ance
of the children will be on part a block away. The "jokers" and the
carried provisions upgrade. First
hogs
at noon today. It was
fled
time. In the Brownsville section the supposed victims' of the hold-uThe enumeration of school children education discussed the matter of the backstop. There was a friendship as market opened
to 20 cents higher, a
were 2
sales
on
account
number of children on part time will when the man fell. He was taken to for your county should be filed in this State Educational association meeting a result of this association which has closed during the morning
was
that
tenaciously held.
of Mayor Gaynor's funeral. Trading gain
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Brooklyn
Thursday
MOTORMAN
HOH- CHARLES
panied by two other musicians, arriv
63
.426
85
Cincinnati
show
Morristown
of
Annual
hqrse
'
LIEN.
ed in Las Vegas this morning in an
49
97
Calumet pastry is good to
.335
St. Louis
Field club opens at Morristown, N. J.
Most of the injured were mill emOverland automobile on their way
look at, good to eat. Always
Friday
on their ways to work. The
California.
to
ployes
They
from
Colo.,
Lamar,
. American League
light, fluffy, tender and wholeOpening of motor boat races at crash occured on a curve. The trains,
with
and
musical
carry
are a
troupe
some. Calumet is the one baking
Won Lost Pet
Kansas City, Mo.
running 40 miles an hour, rounded a Philadelphia
them sleeping tents and everything
91
49
.650
powder that is high in quality and
Saturday
moderate in price.
curve from opposite directions al- Cleveland
82
61
.573
necessary for camp life. A compart.
vs.
Football, Harvard university
most simultaneously,
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
'i, Washington ,..
ment is attached on the rear end of
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82
.573
at
of
Maine,
Cambridge.
University
World' Pure Food Eipaiitin, Cliotc, TO.
the car In which all musical instrui . 72 65 .5i,o
Boston .
Football, Yale university vs. Holy
ftrii Exposition, France, Muck, 1912 .
the
in
Those
are
par- Cross
ments
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carried,.
Chicago
New
Conn.
at
:
Haven,
m
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college,
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81
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ty were Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Hall, Miss
Football, Princeton university vs.
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Veliha Hall, Miss Daisy Bachman,
York
;
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New,
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J.
at
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Princeton,
Rutgers college,
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.365
Miss; Nona. HalL MUbur JlalL and, Ra
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St Louis
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Football, Cornell university vs. Col
N.
leigh Edwards.
Y.
gate university, at Ithaca,
Western League
Football, West Point vs, Norwich
Won Lost Pet.
KOR1TZA
IN ALBANIA IS SCENE
at
West
Point.
university,
THAW HEARING TOMORROW
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Denver
AND
vs.
PERSECUTION
Indians
OF
Univer
Carlisle
Football,
Concord, N. H., Sept. 22. Governor
67
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Des Moines
.565
TROUBLE
Pa.
at
of
West
Carlisle,
Virginia,
sity
Felker announced today that the hear75
81
Lincoln
.
.621
of
Football, University
Pennsylva
'
ing on the petition of the state of
80
75
.517
nia vs. Gettysburg College, at Phila
Vienna, Sept. 22 The Greek author- St. Joseph
New York for the extradition of Harry
.487
79
ities at Koritza in Albania today Omaha .
,75
.
delphia.
K. Thaw would be held in the senate
71
82
.465
Football, Brown University vs. Col seized the American mission schools Topeka
chamber of the capitol tomorrow
67
89
.429
at Proivdence, R.I.
where instruction is given to Sioux City ..
there,
College,
by
morning and that only members of the
61
94
.392
Football, Dartmouth College vs. Mas- nearly 100 Albanian girls. The infor- Wichita
bar and newspaper reporters would be sachusetts
Agric. College, at Hanover, mation reached here in a telegram
admitted.
Denmark) used to he famous for Its
N. H.
from Avlona, the principal seaport of
When asked as to the effeot on the
lobster fisheries, but lately the tasty
Football, Lehigh University vs. Albania on the Adriatic sea.
proceedings of the possible failure" of Western Maryland college, at South
The Greeks have also arrested and shell fish has grown so scarce that it
IN.
the Dutchess county grand jury to in- Bethlehem, Pa.
persecuted a large number of Al- has become very costly, so much so
dict Thaw for conspiracy, the goverbanians who recently returned to that the market here has been sucSyracuse university vs. Hobart
nor said that this point had not .beat Syracuse, N. Y.
Koritza from American and other for- cessfully invaded by the American
fore been called to his attention, but
Football, De Pauw University vs.
eign countries, releasing thera from canned lobster.
that it might complicate the situation
TTnI"er''V. n. 'Rlortrrilneou, detention only when the Albanians
so as to require an opinion from the Ind.
One of the most interesting of trade
Promised to join in the agitation for
I To oWt nra Bmwf wlm yo dsjt
ar
I
of New Hampshire
dp
Sculling race for the championship the incorporation of the district in unions is that of the underseamen cf
I WkJnc powder. Doa'l bo mblej. Bor
Caluot. It's I altorney general
I aian economical Bora wkoleoHite gme best remits. I as to the status of the extradition
and stakes "between Frank B. Greer Greece.
the Dutch navy, which has sections
1
I Caionot is far Mperier to sear hi:k ii4 aada.
and Eddie Durnan, at Toronto, Ont.
Last week Greek officials at Kor- - on almost all warships. '
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"Nothing doing around

hereelectric lights are
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worse than pistols and
bull dogs.

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good.

1

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.
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President'' S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Haller.i Haynolds, Cashier.
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Difficult if Proper
tion Is Given to Work.

MULTITUDE OF DRUMSTICKS

iiER PROSAIC BAVc
Commonplace Husband Shown
Light That Was New to

S

Colonist
Tickets to

in

His Wife.
la Critical Period In Young
Bird's Life One of Greatest Mistake Is Overfeeding Keep
Them Growing.

First Week
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ADVER-

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
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advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words-CasIn advlnce preferred.
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MOST LIKELY

"Four o'clock! Andrew Van Cue!
Of
has the afternoon gone'
course I can't go to the hospital now.
to
Well, we have certainly soare
glorious heights during these few
hours. I like to get away from the
sometimes. Thank you
Profitable Specimens,
'or taking me with you on your Eight
gin working in r. frnall amount of of fancy. Goodby. This evening at'
X",
film
jiuiik cheese, also a small amount of ei;Tl3t."
flil; cli pepper now and then.
"isn't he delightful compary?"
Bfeds and insects are the natural Madge mused ou her way home. "W hat
(food of turkeys, and as soon as they a
beautifully sensitive soul! I do wish
it! ro
large enough they should be al- - David were a little more like tiru.
lowed to run among the grass with
Imagine David Southern quoting foe-try- !
ftuo mother hen whenever the weathHe's so prosaic. 1 do wish he
will make a was a bit more cultured, more rofi.-ie' is suitable and
irapld growth. By midsummer they in his manner. He is well, commonprill pay but little attention to any place, terribly commonplace," Madge
(feed given them, but will forage repeated to herself as she reached ker
e'
(through the fields eating seeds and own little cottage.
harmful insects.
One of the greatest faults of tur"Hello, Midget, girlie,
nkeys Is their inclination to wander This is a
"Money doesn't bring happiness."
glorious evening for early
iaway. All efforts should be made to sprirg."
"Well, it isn't necessary that it
have them roost at home if possible.
"Why, David, how late you are. You should. If you've got money, you can CHICHESTER
PILLS
Che giving of some very tempting
look pale and tired; come sit oa the afford to go out and look for
BRAND.'' A
feel at night frequently gets them side porch."
SA tVS4
iiraiilW
ato the habit of coming home each
;
I'llin in lira nd told meullicW
All right, girlie, and off goes my
ilh Blue Kibboo.
boxes, sealcl
4fA
no
Bur
Xoke
other.
of
evening.
fHt'l lriiK.t. AskfotC'Hl.CIIKS-TER- vnni. V
coat. This is solid comfort. Great
MANY GEMS
IIIWIMP
I'll. I S, for tti
Scott! things were doing down at the
years kurwn as Best, Sest, Always Reliable
ffice tWs week! Oh, business is rare
MANGEL BEETS FOR POULTRY
SI RV MllfifilSTS FVFRVWHFRE
m
sport: xieauy, he a great game, uuis
,A Green Feed for Hens There Is No girl."
"Put this cushion under your head.
Vegetable Better1 Can Be Kept as
David, you can rest better. DaviU
Long as Potatoes.
Southern, why is your arm bandaged ?"
"Oh that's nothing. I forgot to
poultry-keeperare get
Evidently,
iou rememoer tnat little news
ting wise to the value of mangel beets you. at the
I used to get pape n
lor fowls. We have heard of ever so boy him. corner?
This
he's
been run down
from
Well,
who
are
farmers
planmany poultry
weeks. I've been running in to see
ning to grow beets for the first time hiin
Silver
and then. No money,
this year. One poultryman of our no every now
said
blood
no
doctor
the
friends,
acquaintance has gotten an acre of
but a fresh supply would sav
use
ground into beets, says a writer In an nothing
him.
They
accepted me, so this after
3xchange. We are pleased to learn noon I
took a half holiday's vacation.
EMPRESS
ef the interest that is being taken in
will help the little beggar. Ard
it
Hope
of
beets.
culture
the
mangel
I
trie
was
at
me.
While
I
vMrA
Farmers who do not have silos that reminds
FLOUR
I looked in on old Mrs. Bolo.
should raise enough beets to feed to bospital
to
comg
had
said
She
you'
promised
their cowa every day that the cows this
afternoon, but that why, wh?.t
are not upon good pasture. Beets have ia
It 's giving you
Madge? You are crying."
wrong,
a place upon every farm where cows,
'You you mean to tell me that yoJ
a present for dohogs, poultry and sheep are kept. As
to
'
gave your own precious
NewTess
no
Mrs.
the
of
we
know
(at
hens
for
food
.
reception)
green
ing something
a a poor newsboy? You you
rlche has on a great many diamonds 1 S g
vegetable that takes the place of beets
would have don?
one
any
Certainly,
IS5 . JJ you d do hny
Cabbages while they last are excellent, It Madge, don t take on so, 1 m all tonight.
Tom Yes; she looks like a hitman
but it requires a heap of work to put
way when you
right. See, I can lift you with my ons chandelier.
1 i- t
fup cabbages for the winter. The writarm."
V
B v
learn how Much
fer follows the plan of growing both
Oh, my own precious Davie-boy- ,
The cabbages
(cabbages and beets.
Betfer EMPRESS
will you forgive?
May I kiss yoi'.r
ON THE ROAD
j
fere stored in the basement of the barn
And I want
arm?
Your
hurt
hand?
FLOUR really is.
(and are fed out during November and
to myself this evening and every
December. As soon as the cabbages you
a
be
Made by GERI'll 'just
gone
minute,
111
kre gone, the feeding of the beets be- - evening.
To
I want to use the phone.
dtar.
MAN PROCESS
b;in. Ia ft good cellar beets will keep morrow you'll have to take me to scs
long as potatoes.
s
the little boy. Oh, David, I'm so hapONE COUPON FROM
py, so glad that you are not one who
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
Needed.
;
Methods
Business
who turns his head." Buffalo Express.
STAMPS
FIVE
J Few owners of the smaller poultry
BRINGS VOU THE
jplant knoV 'what percentage of profi t
Success.
SPOON
IT S
their flocks do yield. Many of these
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in one of
GENUINE WM.
nay know how much they spend for his practical Sunday school addresses
5 eed
ROGERS &
during the year, and how many In New York, said:
it ggs the hens laid within the 12
SONS'OAA
"There are many secrets of success,
Imonths. but further than that they but I suppose the true secret is work,
STANDARD
cannot give any figures of the cost of
work, after all.
plain
just
SILVER
from
or
actual
the
profits
aproduction
'an my boyhood in Hartford, I sat
liU
.he sales. Adopt business methods in one
evening over my .Shakespeare
'1
Jyour poultry slant.
when a figurative sentence cropped
FRENCH.
up and puzzled me. So I said to my
GREY (STER
Eest Insect Killer.
was
hia
who
newspa
father,
reading
LING) FINISH
A pheasant with a single toss of its per beside the lamp: .
Chill kills more, insects than a turkey
Father, wnat does tnts mean
ipobbler will eat at a whole meal. Too, "There is a tide in the affairs of men
EMPRESS
the gobbler eats his insects after they which, taken at the flood, leads on to
First Actor Sir, when I played In
iave gotten fat eating the crop, th fortune?" What kind of a tide would that town the people dropped their
can be ob
work. .
3'heapants eats his when they are sti'I that be, father?'
tained in this city from
cin the eg? and before they have take".
Tied down to business, sou, my
Second Actor And formed a posse,
bite.
a?
fp.thor -- olied."
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ALL GROCERS

Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock, p.
Visiting brothers are cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
Greenclay, Secretary.
of
m.

w

C;

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
brethren cordiplly Invited to attei.d.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- - F.
D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. G
vocation first Monday, in T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz.
i j oatu
uiunin ar Mnsnnip Treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, Cemetery
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard. H. P.: F. O
fci
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
1.

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Ijocal Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting

NO. 2, O. E. Love

Agnes
Main 329.

o'clock.

a"d

LOCAL TIME CARD

Visiting members are cor

In
good milch .cow.
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz,
quire Catarino Romero, near puhlic dent; J. T. Buhler.
Secretary;
school, Old Town.
Eaily, Treasurer.

Susie?

members are especially welcorj
cordially invited.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at

A

y

v

J. E. ROSENWALQ LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry rooms

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg.
War conclave
4 Tnea-Sr"-- "
day in each month at Mr
onl Temle at 7:.3J p. m. O. H.
KinkeL B.
ChM. Taro-- e.

8

WANTED

--

p

Eighth street.

P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
P., J. Cheney for th! past 16 years, WANTED
By October 1st., good wo
and believe him perfectly honorable
man for general housework. Apply
in all business transactions and finat any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
ancially able to carry out any obligations mnde bv his firm.
1108 Seventh street.
NATIONAL HANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- WANTED To rent piano. Phono
Main 628.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 NURSE wants case of sickness; con'jents per bottlp. Sold by all Drugfinement
preferred;
physician's
gists.
recommendation. 918 Lincoln ave
Take Kail's Family Pills for constipnue.
ation. Adv.

forget."
"Don't, please don't, Andrew; il isn't
The White Lily What makes you
fiKiit Tell me, instead, sometlMiy .of so red?
to
Have you begi-your work.
The Red Carnation I'm blushing
..rite the book that is bofcnd to for shame to think how much the
.....ke you famous?
How does it feel florist charges for us.
... address a big audience? Oh. I do
lis; o to talk to people who- realty do

Meets second an.1
fourth Thursday
evening each
month' at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.

third Fridays
Temple, Mrs.
Matron; Mrs.
Tripp, Secretary.' Telephone

-

o:c-coui-

L. O. O. MOOSE

i-

RANSFORD CHAPTER
S. Meets first and
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy

:

il:tt.i-lleminwa-

i

AND CAFfc

w

i

.

M.

V

gag?

.

i

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

Regular r tTTiuiiication firet and
third Thursday in
w sach month. Visiting
brothers cordially
Wm. P iwi'iu
W. M., H. 8 .an Petten.
Secretary.

COLUMN
RATES

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
A.

times."
"It is good to see you once r.ga.iu.
One of the lines of work that Is
Andrew.
When did you come
Is
irapable of returning good profits
ine rearing of turkeys for the mar"Yesterday; here for two weeks th:?
kets. Year after year the price climbs
Am booked lor several 'U.I . :
time.
an
as
taken
be
which
may
lupward,
at
the
but 1 have tliia
academy,
never
Is
Indication, that the supply
and
I've
Just been wuu
clear,
niug
muita equal to the demand.
whether I may have tiu.'
derlng
is
regarded
usually
raising
Turkey
of spending a few hours vim
10, 1913
as an arduous and uncertain task, pleasure
dure- - tay
husband.
and
you
your
well
is
and it is unless the keeper
Mr. White Kambo, you seem t'ono
you haven't read that book of ;
of tin; leg of a fowl.
Very Low Fare
posted as to the requirements. Many ews I left with you, but I'ii
!. Rumbo 'Deed Ah Is. What a great
(think it impossible to bring more
if
this.
me
coin;
l. institution de chicken would hab been
youet
to nearly all points in California,
of the hatch to ma- give you
lhaa
the Northwest, and many places
manv
turity, but I know that with the prop- ling."
as
him
had
ef
Providence
given
"Indeed, yes. I have
ihi'm, A",
er care it is possible to bring the
intermediate.
as a centipede!
I enjoyed tlici.i Of ti iiv-- i
legs
and
drew,
icntlre hatch through.
1
f.;et more from them
Liberal stopover privileges.
you i'; ::
The firBt few weeks is the critical
l:-aloud
them
and
explain.
FLOWER SHOP REPARTEE
period of a turkey's life. At that time uuesu't care for that kind oi liieniu:
Accepted in P'ullman Tourist
quick changes of temperature and so .1
Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
Of
just worry along.dampness are fatal unless the turkeys
carried on Sante Fe Fast Trains.
I had pro mi., i
come.
want
to
you
immeattention
ure given the proper
to
some
bills
him
I'avid
witli
help
Three trains daily from Kansas
diately. I have kuown of flocks being
but they can wait. I'm. tu:
caught out in the spring showers and
City to California.
:n
cannot
a
from
the
have
ace.
call
every 'one of them would perish
Mr.
Van
Andrew
Cue,
Personally conducted excursions..
Irom the effects, while a flock of plished orator,
any time. Now I must bo off to
little chickens would suffer no ill ef- just
see a friend at the hospital."
fects.
s, instead?
For literature, fare and service
"Why not sc.:.l !V
As young turkeys are very delicate
That's
uf
.isit
my
way.
from here, apply to
places
natural
is
that
but
creatures it
great
a depros:
kind. H-- cars be exercised In feeding them. that
effect upui:
up- ' :e, to a
I). L. BATCHELOB, Agent
One of the greatest mistakes is
iilvc organism.
j
While they should ba ft J highly dev
Las
X.Mcx.
In
case 1 .... h. . d to face i disfrequently they should be given only
1
to
accident,
tressing
try
instinctively
a small amount at one time.
turn my head; to get away from it
The tirst step is to get the young
It actually hurts, don't you fee? Well
should
have
to
They
growing.
turkeys
if you must go, I'll see you th.s owHOW'S THIS
warm, dry quarters and access to waWe oifer One Hundred Dollars Re"m
little
mi!
ning,
Ah,
girl.
pardon
or
ter and grit. For the first week
m-ward for any o.ise of Catarrh that
you will always be little
two bread crumbs are a very good ra(cinnot he cured by Hall's Catarrh
phvfc:.-;-..-tion and at the end of that time be- - end later my childhood
Cure.
ah, Madge, if only

...

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

1

1

11m

California

Wii.it
"Mrs. Southern!
Madge!
luck.
I'd intended calling you
Come, sit down on one of these ptvl;
benches while we talk of u;

wh-M- i

i

1913,

PresiC. H.

East Bcund
Arrive

Depart
No. 2.. . 9:10 p. m... 9:1? p m
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and No. 4
.11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m
fourth Tuesday evening of each No
. 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. 10.. .1:45 p. "m.... - 2:10 p. m
avenue.
Douglas
Visiting brothers
West Bound
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Arrive
Depart
1:45 p. .m
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, No.
. 1:20 p. m...
6:15 a. m.
. 6:10 a. m...
Xo.
Secretary.
No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m ... 4:30 p. m.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m.
7:00 p. m
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
.

Pioneer building.. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURSALE Runabout,
FOR
New Mexico
equipped,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
cheap for cash; this week only. First
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
$200 takes it. Inquire Optic.
DEXTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
8
m.
and
at
month
p.
Visiting Knights
FOR SALE Household goods, bed
Fiers-man- ,
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice Ladles always welcome. O. L.
Dentist
FinanD.
A.
Tillman,
President;
411
box. Must be sold at once.
work of any description at
Dental
Mrs.
V.
A.
Local
Morrow,
Deputy,
cier;
street.
Eighth
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Block, Tel Main 138
Room
Center
,1,
1011
Sixth
street,
Assistant
Deputy,
FOR SALE Four room house and
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
sun room, two lots, well, city East Las Vegas, N. M.
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

For $igsf

for rent.

I

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

'

FOR RENT Two rooms for light
also take some
housekeeping;
boarders. 903 Main avenue.
FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

I

417

i

Ms

Las Vegas Ice& Storage Co.

ROOM and board for gentlemen in
Mrs. Noyes, F.02
private family.
Main.

1200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227
't-

FOR RENT Five room furnished
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

cot-

RETAIL PRICES

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone
Purple 5301.

AGU

PUPiA COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
oi Which Have Made Las Vega Famou.

FURNISHED ROOMS for light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.

lasting Qualities

Yellow complexion, pimples and dis
figuring blemishes on the face or

the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
is a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system; stimulates the vital
organs and puts the body in fine vigorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

OFFICE

jsjsieffiS3sa
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AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AKD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

,

-

B2"E22E3EEI

)

5

Are Best

rket Finder;
ClaaBllle'l

Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

i

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Subscribe for The Optic.
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massaged Hair and Scalp
Treatment. Facial Massage, Manicure

20c per 100 lbs
25c per 100 Ibt.
..30c per 100 Ibt
40e per 100 lb.
50c per 100 lb.

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Ibt, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lb., Each Delivery

d.
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LOCAL NEWS

L4ST WEEK
Of

A new
Victrola

ROCKY FORD

This Will Be the

WATERMELONS

Those Fine

The Last
Car of the Season

Colorado
PEACHES

Light automobile lamps at 6:44
o'clock this evening.
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.

Per Pound

Per Box
GET IN

MAKE YOUR

YOUR. ORDER.
NOW

MELON

PICKLES

NOW

STEARNS'

STEARNS'

STORE

STORE

Adv.

The Modern Woodmen, of America
will hold their regular meeting tonight. All members are requested to
be present.

St. Paul's guild will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. B. T. Mills. All members are
urged to be present.

Tomorrow night at the Commercial
dance of the
club rooms the
club will be given. f A largo attendance is expected at this affair.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye aged
Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

75
f--

f

X
fit,

t

r

1

1

Dozen of

4hnA, i

--

sVC7?c,

THE FAMOUS

Hoosier Kitchen

Cabinets

4

ON THE

ROAD

Let Us Have Your

Order

Today

Greatly improved in design, but the cost remains
X, $75
Mahogany or
the
.oak
same.
y
Come in and see and hear this new Victrola. pur

Vlctor-Victrola-

The board of jury commissioners of
San Miguel county haB finished the
work of drawing the. jury lists for the
coming year.

mm
li

The $75 you were
going to spend on a
Victrola X will now
obtain a more artistic
instrument than you
expected.

For Sale Household1 furniture. Inquire, 823 Eighth street. Phone Main
617

me

if

Shipment of Another

A

OUR. SLOGAN

li

famous ifoosier

nt

easy-payme-

plan will put one in your home right now.
Other style .Victors and Victrolas $10
to ?;uu.

son

J. C. "Complete
JOHNSjEN
and
Furnishers
of the Home"

FOR SALE BY

THEEPSENTHALFURN.CO.

BUY AU AUTO DELIVERY WAGON
insures
lem

FOR CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS

Prompt Deliver

at Minimum Expanse

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

In wood.

THE

BEST

Adv.

THE HOME OF

AT

EATABLE

EVERYTHING

OF

hold

FRESH EVERY WEEK
gspSfcj(gSJIWSftm'HW

THE

PMWU!RMWaHWI

GRAAF

IIAYWARD

&

CO.

STORE
AT ARMORY
John Rudulph, a well known Las
Vegas young man, has been appointed
assistant secretary of the San Miguel
County Fair association and will maintain an office at the armory from
now until after the exhibition. He has
also been appointed by the armory
SECRETARY

NOBUL ASSERTS

BEH MILK
IS ill)!)!!
FORMER TESTS, REVEALING FORMALDEHYDE, WERE DUE TO
FAULTY CHEMICALS

board as special janitor of the armory
and his duty in this capacity will be
tow see that none of the
government
equipment is destroyed or lost. All
tliftss who wish information concerning the fair should see Mr. Rudulph
at ltis office at the armory. Exhibit
arrangements for the fair can be
made with him at any time. The
be
used for the
armory will
larger part of the exhibits of the fair,
All agricultural,
mineral, horticul-reporte- d
turaL poultry and exhibits that may
come from ladies, such as cooking
and sewing, will be kejJ in the arm-tes- t
ory, while the live stock will be displayed both at the armory and at
Amusement park,

New jiexico Kormal University,
Las Vt0cis, September 22, 191o,
To Whoiii it May Concern:
Oa, September 12 we tested a bottle
of milk gold by Fred E. Corbett and
finding formaldehyde in
same. As a result of many additional
tests we have found that the original
was incorrect. The chemicals
used gave the usual reaction for for- When the chemicals
maldehyde.
were used without the milk the same'
reaction was obtained. Therefore, we
MRS. MATCHETTE
DEAD
have no hesitancy in saying that our
. The many Las Vegas friends of W.
tests were Incorrect, and that we have
P. Matchette, a Santa Fe special agent,
never found any preservative in
will be grieved to leani of the death
milk.
of his wife, which occurred Saturday
W have a portion of the original
bottlo of milk in the laboratory aud;
of Trinidad published the
anyone wishing to see the test will
following account of Airs. Matchette's
be shown that this milk is free from
'
death:
any preservative.
Mrs.Ethel Rowena Matchette, wife
Adv.
FRANK H.H. ROBERTS
of W. P. Matchette, special agent of
18 Fe railroa(J. expired at her
lthe
APPEALS COURT SITS
home. 3.19 West Topeka, avenue, at an..
41 cases on
Denver, Sept. 22.-- With
earIy "hour th, morning Mrs Mat.
.
the docket, the United States court chett6 had ...... ed ...
t,
or appeals convened here this morn- - wltC"
asthma and has returned but
ing. Among the more important inter a few days ago from a visit In Las
state cases to be argued before Judges Vegas, N. M. Death came to the esWilliam C. Hook, Leavenworth, Kan-e;:- teemed resident between 4 and 6
John F. Carland, Washington and o'clock and she
expired peacefully
A. S. Yai Valkenburgh, Kansas City, while
sleeping.
are the; Kansas City Natural Gas
The deceased was very well known
cases, the Midwest Oil company case in frinldad and her dear comes as
and the Utah Power and light com- a great shock. She is survived by
her husband and three children. The
pany case.
Tte Kansns City Natural gag puit remains will probably be shipped Dy
involvors
to Hall; & McMahon to Greenville, S. C,
? right of an order
force 'Up i'p company to Increase fa-- tie former home of the deceased. A
ciliiies f.jr :andling Its product. The' brother Is due to arrive tomorrow
1.
Midwest oil case involves the r1;'ht of from Kansas City.
the then i Trident, Theodore Xlffim- ''." pay tc a pound for nice large
f;i
velt, to withdraw certain Jan4
Wyoming from public entry
WLi ritun cotton rags.- Optic Publishing
such act bad boon authorized l,y em- - f'r-j

j
j

Cor-bett'- a
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The right, of the govemmftiit
P--

hydro-electri-
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tfreSS.
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compar;!'.-
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its
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'out permits for rights of way tf. "',;
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EL PORVENIR
flic Ideal Mountain Resort
Phone
A t

Subscribe for The Optic.

ijf&'

to

Main 20 and Olive 5174
Year Round Resort

mm

TONIGHT
The social committee of the Elks BY JUDGED. R. MURK AY
has made arrangements for a dance
to be given next Thursday night at
the Elks' club. All Elks and their la- IT IS UNDERSTOOD EDITOR AND COLONEL R. E. TWITCHELL WILL
ALLEGED ASSAILANT HAVE
GIVE LECTURE "SOLDIERS
dies are cordially invitel to be pres
"MADE UP"
OF THE CROSS"
ent. The affair will ba informal.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
a practice tomorro v night at the
city hall. All members of this organization are requested to be present
at 8 o'clock. The practice is being
held for the purpose of setting ieady
for the county fair.

KOSHER SAUSAGE

JONES CASE DISMISSED INTERESTING TALK

The case of the state or New MexThat the attendance at the Twitch-el- l
ico versus Albert A. Jones, which
lecture to be delivered tonight in
was started when F. M. Chacon en- the Duncan opera house will be large
tered a complaint against Jones for was shown this morning by the large

assault and battery with words last
week, was finally settled in Judge
Murray's court this morning, Jones
paying the costs of the case, which
The committee on urrangements for was dismissed. Judge Murray, when
the county fair association will meet the case was brought before him last
tonight at the Bismark restaurant to week took his decision under advisemake final plans for its part of the ment.
Jones this morning was ready to
fair. All members of this committee
are requested to be present. Eight pay the costs of the case and Judge
o'clock has been set as the time for Jin nay suspended the $10 fine. Chacon and Jones are friends now, it is
the meeting.
said. Last week, following the takIn many of the towns and cities ing of the case under advisement by
east of here the Santa Fe railway Is the court, Jones, it is said, made a compublishing In the newspapers a flashy plaint on the West side against Chaadvertisement of the exceptionally low con orl the charge of assault and batrates offered to colonists for Califor- tery. A jury was drawn, it is alleged,
nia and Arizona. New Mexico's name which dismissed the case on the
is omitted. A good many New Mex grounds that there was msufflclent
evidence to convict Chacon.
icans resent this slight.
The disagreement started when
Chacon
wrote an article In La Voz
While driving his automobile near
the Forsythe ranch yesterday after- del Pueblo reflecting, it is said, upon
noon Dr. W. R. Tipton met with sin Jones. Chacon- stated before Judge
accident, the rear axle of the machine Murray last week that he wrote the
breaking. It was necessary that as- article, hut it is understood today that
sistance be obtained from this city. he now says the article was not writWilliam Whalen's gara?e 'lirnished ten by him but was contributed and
tl.f necessary help and brought Mio passed by him as editor. Instead of
reflecting on Jones the article, acTipton party back to Las Vegas.
cording to the story, censured the jusThe basketball meeting to be held tice of the peace who married Mr and
in the Commercial club rooms tonight Mrs. Jones.
for the purpose of organizing a city
team will start at 8 o'clock. All those
intending to be present are requested BOOSTERS TO 1 RAVEL
to be prompt. A large amount of interest has already been shown in this
AROUND THE CIRCLE
team and no doubt it will be organized and furnish good basketball during
the fall and winter.
WILL START AT SANTA FE AND
Judging from weather conditions
day the weather man is rather perplexed as to wjiat kind of weather he
will deliver this week. The deligh
fully cfean and polished furniture in
the citizens' homes that looked so
clean yesterday now has taken on a
dusty appearance ancr many a housewife Is dreaming of the hard
day that is now demanded.
The forecast is for rain tonight, although conditions point otherwise, according to a local prophet.
to-

--

nouse-cleanin-

g

Early this morning n lOrce of workmen and a foreman started for the
Canyon road between the Mora county line and Sapello, where they will
work on the highways until they have
been placed in good shape. It is expected that It will take over a week
to complete the work. A number of
Las Vegas automobile owners yesterday made a trip over the new Mora
road and found it in good condition.
The more travel that goes over this
highway the better the road will be,
according; to the local road boosters.

REACH TAOS IN TIME FOR
THE FIESTA

request for reservations. Late this
afternoon the sale had grown to larger dimensions. Colonel
Twitchell's
lecture "Soldiers of the Cross," which
will be illustrated with over 50 lantern
slides and which Is being given for
the benefit of the Las Vegas hospital,
doubtless will he one of the most interesting numbers on the course.
In preparing
this work Colonel
R. E. Twitchell has chosen the most
Interesting and instructive data at
his command. The story of the coming of the early missionaries to this
state during the times when human
life was valued below that of an ani
mal, when conditions were such that
hardships indescribable had to be endured, can be nothing short of intensely Interesting to the present inhabitants of this once wild and dangerous country.
deal
Colonel Twitchell's talk will
with the construction of the,missions,
the present day ruins of these famous old biuldings, their age compared
with those of California, claimed by
some to be the oldest in. the United
States. The lecture will start at 3
o'clock and it has been requested that
all those who are to attend will be
at the opera house promptly.
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Subscribe tor The Optic
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

SALE Almost new first class
S. M. Martin, 406
furniture.

FOR

&

Go.

HOSPITAL BUILDING

FID

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
W. F. White, 523 Sixth street.

A communication was received In
Las Vegas this morning frorri Santa
Fe announcing that on next Saturday
morning a party of about ten cars
would leave Santa Fe on a circle trip
covering over 400 miles. The trip is
a good roads boosters' tour, and will
be taken from SanC Fe trtrough. Las
to Taos,
Vegas, Raton and'
where the party will take in the San
Geronimo fiesta that is scheduled to
be given on September 30.
Arthur Seligman of Santa Fe is
heading the delegation from the Capital City and is anxious that a party
of Las Vegans make the trip. The
Santa Fe aggregation will arrive here
at noon on September 27 and imme-

diately after dinner will continue the
trip to Raton. This is a chance for
Las Vegas to show the progressive
spirit, say the road boosters. The trip
will be an enjoyable one and no doubt
will be a factor toward accomplishing:
some good' results
rjt road work.
All those interested in the
trip are
asked to communicate at once with
W. H. Stark, secretary of the Commer
A BOILER EXPLODES
cial club, or George H. Hunker so
Portland, Ore., Sept. 22. A boiler that the Santa Fe neople may be in
exploded this morning at the Kelly-Butt- formed concerning the number of cars
the rock pile for coun- from Las Vegas that will make the
ty prisoners, five miles east of here, run.
and It Is reported that the engineer
was killed and a number of others
"HARVEY'S"
vounded.
Famous mountain mnrh: 31st Rea
The stockade is on fire and special- son. Olfl management: i'd rates. Cai
ly sworn deputies are guarding the rlasrp out every Fnturdav. Leave
prisoners, many of whom are regardat Murphev's or Plaza hotel.
ed as- bad characters. Help has been
sent from here
Snhioribe for The OPtlc
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Every City Street
Leads to the Store
Pleases"

NEV
that

ILLUSTRATED

LECTURE ...COURSE

BOUCHER
Pleases

His

Customers

That's the Reason He Does

Col. R.B. TWITCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Such a Fine Business

FERNOELL PURE FOOD

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

G000S

;

FINEST BAKERY

f HE HOLY LAND

IN THE

SOUTHWEST

e

sub-Jai-
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SEASON TICKETS

I

$1.50 I

.

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

5QC

-

tG)

hOODS

IIrocer.

CHILDREN

UNDER 12 YEARS

.

35c
M

